Primarily seating for seniors.
Downstairs - The Green Room
- Subfloor lighting
- Rich wood panel & leather furniture
- "Old world" learning experience

Rotunda
- Upper story: Cradle of ideas
- Observation deck, gazing down onto floor and over top of library

The Blue Room/The Tower
- 3 stories of light
- Knit-hearted computer cabinets
- Maximizing space to accommodate serious workers & finals week crowds

The Canyon - tiered workspace for open, unpressured atmosphere, maximizing physical comfort & quiet

The Red Room - Open floor space with indoor and outdoor balcony workspace to allow for social work and organizing. Projector screen against backwall for media events. (possible cafe?)

Integration of workspace and exterior greenhouse to provide students with the peace of mind that comes from relaxing in nature along with a little Vitamin D through the long winter